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SuperGlass Android High
Precision Interactive Touch
Screen + Windows SpeechiTouch
Pro UHD - 65
Réf. : ST-65-UHD-PRO-HP-005

With the interactive SpeechiTouch High Precision SuperGlass Pro screen, you
can relive the experience of handwriting on a giant touch screen: precision,
clarity and responsiveness.
Delivered with a OPS i5 module (1), The SpeechiTouch Pro 65" UHD
interactive screen offers, in addition to the Microsoft Office 2016 suite, a
software suite that brings together all the collaborative features expected by
companies (brainstorming, presentation, animation, remote collaboration), as
well as a Full HD camera for your videoconferences.
20 touch points, Android UHD interface (4k), 16Gb (ROM), 3Gb (RAM),
extensive connectivity, 2 x 16W speakers, 2 differentiated tip styli provided.
(1) OPS with i7 processor available as an option

Fiche technique
Touch Technology

High Precision Infrared

Supported Operating Systems (OS)

Android / OPS Windows

Number of simultaneous hits

20 touchpoints

Precision

+/- 1mm

Response time

6 ms

Screen diagonal

65"

Display ratio

16 : 9

Brightness

350 cd/m² (cd/sqm)

Viewing angle

179°

Contrast Ratio

4000 : 1

Available sizes

65", 75", 86"

Display resolution

4K - UHD (3840 x 2160)

Android version

Android 8

Android Resolution

4K - UHD (3840 x 2160)

CPU

ARM Cortex A73 dual core + ARM Cortex A53 dual core

GPU

Mali G51 Quad core

RAM

3 Go

ROM (internal SSD hard drive)

16 Go

Protective glass

4mm MOHS level 7

Loudspeakers

2 x 16W

Connectics

1 x RS-232, 1 x Audio in, 1x Audio out, 2 x Touch, 1 VGA in, 1 x
Ethernet (LAN), 3 x HDMI in, 1 x HDMI out (4k), 3 x USB 2.0 (of
which 2 in front), 3 x USB 3.0, 1 x SPDIF

Warranty

3 years workshop return

OPS PC

Windows 10 embedded PC

Accessories included

Wireless keyboard and mouse provided with the OPS PC
Windows

Product dimensions without packaging (W x H x D)

1449*897*86mm

Net weight (without packaging)

40 Kg (22.046226 lb)

VESA (mm / mm)

600 x 400mm

Touch functionality

Superglass process

Stylus

2 High precision passive styli (2 different tips)

Display operating system

Android

Compatible operating systems (screen mirroring)

Windows, Mac, Linux

Garantie
Garantie : 3 years workshop return. Des extensions de garantie sont disponibles.

Extensions de garantie disponibles
Warranty: 3 years on site with assembly / disassembly (65")

125,00 €

Warranty: 5 years on site with assembly / disassembly (65")

250,00 €

Warranty: Extension 5 years return workshop (65")

65,00 €

Description détaillée
The new SuperGlass®TM process: the natural writing
With theHigh Precision display and its exclusive Superglass TMprocess , rediscover the fluidity of writing.
You could write on the touch screen with the same accuracy as that required by graph paper. To take advantage of this
extreme precision, the SpeechiTouch interactive display is therefore provided with 2 pencils with different lead sizes (one of
which is less than 3mm) that allow them to be distinguished and written in two different colours.
The touch screen has been designed in such a way that its glass surface is forgotten. In addition to being matt and antireflective, the glass has been improved to provide more comfort: a 20% reduction in roughness compared to traditional touch
screens, which gives the impression that the styli slide more smoothly on the screen.
The traditional gap of about 4mm that a user notices between where he puts his stylus and where the line is actually drawn,
called "optical bonding", is only 0.5mm on the SuperGlass High Precision Touch Screen.

A robust and slim interactive multitouch screen for writing to several people
A collaborative tool par excellence, this screen has been designed to last over time: thanks to its aluminium frame and tempered glass
slab, our touch screens are reinforced to withstand daily shocks.
This screen typology recognizes up to 20 contact points and 10 simultaneous writing points in order to work together without any
conflict on the screen.
Because its infrared technology is highly accurate, the display no longer needs a frame as thick as that of traditional infrared
technology displays. The SpeechiTouch High Precision SuperGlass touch screen therefore gains in fineness with edges that are only
6mm thick.
Work with two or more people on the screen at the same time and assign a different color and writing thickness to the two active pens
provided with the screen in the Note (present on the Android part) or Iolaos (installed on the OPS PC) annotation software.

Android 8 UHD: power for very high definition

The Android 8 chip integrated in this SpeechiTouch range is super powerful, so the screen responds to your gestures in the most
accurate way possible. The power of the integrated processors is such that no latency is visible and ensures perfect interaction
between you and the screen.
The SuperGlass interactive display is the first display in 4K UHD resolution (3840 x 2160 pixels) on both the Android and Windows
sides. Display 4K images and use applications in their highest resolution.

Essential software for collaborative work

On the SpeechiTouch Pro interactive screen, the Microsoft Office 2016 Suite is installed (Word, Power Point, Excel), as well as 4
software programs with collaborative features essential for working in companies.
The software Tamashare is a videoconferencing software to collaborate remotely. By offering a simple and intuitive
interface, as well as transmission and session security, this software is ideal for companies that want to ensure that their
confidential data cannot be maliciously recovered. The software installed on the OPS is provided with a 5-person license for
use at 5 contact points. A one-hour training session is offered to help you master the software.
Je Lève La Main is a simple and efficient evaluation software to lead your meetings or trainings. Supplied with a 30-person
license, it allows you to quickly survey or question your participants by creating quizzes.
Iolaos is the annotation and presentation software that will allow you to annotate your documents, create slides, insert any
type of multimedia content (image, audio, video)
Draft is a useful software to organize the work of an entire team and perform brainstorming sessions.It works on the
principle of "Post-it" © que you create and organize as you wish. Insert documents that can be annotated, videos or links to
web pages useful for your brainstorming.
Ubikey is a software of agile project management specially designed for interactive displays. It is adapted to their size and
the specificities of multitouch. Its large number of templates allows you to use the most popular lean methods. Ubikey is
available as an option instead of the Draft software.

A Full HD camera for your interactive screen videoconferences
The Pro SpeechiTouch interactive touch screen is complemented by a Speechi webcam with integrated microphone. A real added
value for remote collaboration with Full HD 1080p picture quality.

A driver integrated in the OPS PC to differentiate the stylus from your finger
On the PC part of the touch screen, perform different actions depending on whether you use your finger or a stylus :
Use a pen to draw and write, just like a pencil on a sheet of paper.
Use your finger as a mouse to click, select, move items, scroll through pages of a document, etc.

Available in several sizes
The high-precision SpeechiTouch touchscreen is available in 65'', 75'' and 86'' to match the size of your rooms and your needs. The
entire touch screen range is in Ultra HD 4K resolution.

© : "Post-it" is a registered trademark of 3M. The term "post-it", when used in this page, refers only, by analogy and for comprehension
purposes, to virtual notes displayed on an interactive screen and not to paper notepads marketed by 3M under the name "post-it".
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